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Freeze Frame Dancers
Supplies: DJ and Announcer/Facilitator

Objective: Creativity and work on balancing skills/core strength

Directions: Cheer on the athletes while they dance around the room to music. When the music stops, the athlete freeze 
into a pose. Play a few rounds to get the hang of it, and then announce that, if they fall or move when they freeze in the 
next round, they are “out.” Award unique poses with High 5s. Use children’s music such as Kidz Bop. 

8 Minute Activities
3 - 6 Years Old & 7 - 12 Years Old

1

Crab Race
Supplies: Tennis balls or similar, and plenty of room

Objective: Get to finish line first, without dropping the ball

Directions: Have the athletes lay on their backs on the floor and 
come up into a crab position by putting their hands on floor 
with elbows facing outward, lifting up on their feet so stomach is 
facing the ceiling, and bottom is off of the ground. The facilitator 
places a ball on the athlete’s stomach, and on “GO” the athlete 
races to the finish line. If anyone drops a ball, they have to go 
back to beginning. 

Variation: Play as a relay race with two “crabs” racing against 
each other at the same time. When an athlete crosses the finish 
line, the next athlete in line starts. The first team to get everyone 
across the finish line first, wins. 

2

Clothespin Drop
Supplies: Package of wooden clothespins, mason jars

Objective: Get as many clothes pins in the jar as you can 

Directions: Divide into two or three teams depending on the size of your group. Give each athlete five clothespins and 
ask each team to line up. The first athlete in each team stands above the mason jar holding the clothespins touching 
the nose, leans forward (not a deep lean) and drops the clothespins from the nose into the jar. When the last athlete is 
finished, count the clothespins in each jar. The team with the most clothespins in the jar, wins. 
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Ping Pong Ball Race / Relay
Supplies: Ping-pong balls and drinking straws (one for each athlete) cones or some kind of marker to designate a 
starting line and finishing line

Objective: Critical thinking and teamwork

Directions: Create two lines (starting line and finishing line) and divide athletes into four groups. Have two of the groups 
create lines behind the starting line, and the other two groups line up behind the finish line. Each starting line leader 
puts a ping-pong ball on the floor. The objective is to move the ball to a teammate at the finish line, only by using the 
straw (no hands). Once the ping-pong ball reaches the other side, the athlete moves to end of the line and sits down. 
The next athlete in line repeats using the straw to return the ping-pong ball to next athlete in line, then goes to back 
of line to sit down. This process continues until every athlete has a turn. The first team that has both lines of athletes 
complete the task and sit down wins the relay. 

Variation: If you don’t have enough athletes to make up two lines at the starting line and finishing line, the relay can be 
played with one line on each side. 

6

Tip: Do not give the athletes any instructions on how to get ball to the finish line. They can use it like a hockey 
stick or blow into the straw to push ball to the other side.

Ages 3-12

Bean Bag Toss
Supplies: 5 to 6 bean bags

Objective: Be the last couple standing / Hand to eye coordination

Directions: Choose partners who stand one foot apart, facing each other. Toss the bag to the partner, take one step 
back, toss back to the other partner. If anyone misses the bean bag, they are out. Take another step back and toss to the 
partner again. Continue until there is only one couple left.

Variation: Play the game outside, with water balloons.

5 Ages 3-6

Musical Squares
Supplies: One square made out of paper for each athlete (minus one), music. (try a variety of types of music, to 
introduce the athletes to something new)

Objective: Be the last athlete on a square 

Directions: Put the squares in a circle. Athletes skip around while music is playing. When music stops they sit on the 
square. One athlete will not be able to sit and is “out” of the game. Take out one square and continue until there is only 
one square left. The last athlete left is the winner.

4 Ages 3-6
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Hula-Hoop Challenge
Supplies: 2 hula-hoops

Objective: Teamwork - get the hula hoop to end of line before opposing team

Directions: Divide into two even teams. Athletes lock arms at elbows to form a straight line. Facilitators are at one end 
of each line. On “GO”, the facilitator places hula-hoop on the arm of the athlete at the start of the line. The athletes must 
move the hula-hoop to the end of the line before the opposing team. 

10 Ages 3-12

Colored Corners
Supplies: Four poster boards, each a different color (red, yellow, blue and green), a blindfold, and “IT” (Coach) 

Objective: Just fun!

Directions: Place the colored poster boards on each corner of the floor. “IT” stands in middle of floor blindfolded or with 
eyes closed. “IT” counts to 10 as everyone runs to one of the four corners that is labeled with a color . After “IT” gets to 
10, they yell freeze and pick a color. “IT” opens their eyes and anyone who did not get to a corner or is in the colored 
corner that “IT” called, is out. The game continues until there is only one person left. Once there are three athletes, “IT” 
takes out one of the colored poster boards; once there are two athletes, “IT” takes out another poster board. This goes 
on until one person is left and “IT” picks the color corner they are in.

8

All Star Ninja
Supplies: Space to create circle - called Dojo 

Objective: Just fun!

Directions: Create a circle facing inward. Facilitator picks the Sensei (leader). Sensei shouts “Bow to the Sensei”. 
Everyone bows and strikes a pose. Sensei karate chops into middle of circle, next athlete can move and strike a pose/
karate chop to touch any other athlete’s hand (MUST BE HAND TO HAND). If they are successful at touching another 
athlete’s hand, that athletes is OUT. Game continues until one All Star Ninja is left standing. Time permitted, the winner 
is the new Sensei.

9 Ages 3-12

Ages 3-12Honest Huck Pass
Supplies: Medium sized megaphone (can be purchased from Amazon or similar) 

Objective: Pass the megaphone before the word OUT

Directions: Create a circle by holding hands and then take two steps backward. Pass the megaphone around the circle 
and chant: 1 Huck, 2 Huck, 3 Huck - SHOUT (athlete holding the megahone uses it to yell SHOUT!, 4 Huck, 5 Huck, 6 
Huck - OUT! Athlete holding megaphone is out. Continue until only one athlete is left.
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Colonel is Calling
Supplies: Large area

Objective: Teamwork - Be last athlete standing

Directions: The facilitator is the “Colonel.” The Colonel gives instructions and the athletes must complete the tasks 
quickly. If someone doesn’t complete a task in a timely manner or does not have a partner/team to complete the task, 
they are out of the game. The Colonel instructs everyone to run to the right side of the area by pointing to the right and 
yelling, “To the RIGHT!” The Colonel then points the left side and yells, “To the LEFT!” The athletes run to the direction 
instructed. The Colonel repeats this many times and then yells one of the commands listed below. The athletes have 
three to four seconds to accomplish a task, or they are out.
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Commands
Be sure to go over these commands as a group so everyone knows what to do when instructed. 

THE COLONEL IS HERE! - Everyone stands at attention and salutes.
PARADE REST - Stand with feet shoulder width apart, hands behind back with right hand over left hand.
GIVE ME 5 - Everyone finds a partner. One falls to ground on the belly and the other straddles the back while 
the athlete does five push-ups. (Note: the athlete that straddles the back doesn’t put all of his/her weight on 
the athlete on their belly) 
RIGHT FACE! - Five athletes stand next to each other, step out with the left foot and turn right. 
EVEN NUMBERS - Four athletes stand in row, then #2 and #4 step forward.

Ages 3-12

Example Ellie
Supplies: Room enough for a large circle 

Objective: Interaction - Repeat Chant

Directions: Everyone gets into a large circle holding hands, then takes two steps backwards. Chose an athlete to 
be Example Ellie (female)  or Courageous Charlie (male) who goes into the center of the circle. Example Ellie skips 
around the inside of the circle as everyone chants and everyone claps: “In our Program we have found, Example Ellies 
(or Courageous Charlies) all around.  Everyone says “She JUMPS (or “TURN” for dancers),  as Ellie does a jump, and 
everyone CLAPS 3 times super loud. She TUMBLES   (or “LEAPs” for dancers), as Ellie does a skill, and everyone CLAPS 
3 times super loud. Everyone says, “SHE  DOES THE BOOGIE LOU” as Ellie does a dance. All repeat:  “” Then all yell 
“5,6,7,8!” Ellie stops on 8 and Yells “ IT”S YOU!” Whoever Ellie stops in front of is now Ellie. Continue and remind athletes 
to let everyone have a turn at being Ellie.

1 1 Ages 3-12
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KNOT IT UP!
Supplies: Plenty of space

Objective: Teamwork - Unknot without breaking hold

Directions: Athletes start in a tight circle, facing each other. Two athletes (not near each other) grab hands, it continues 
until every athlete is holding the hand of another athlete randomly in the circle and there is a huge tangle mess of arms. 
Challenge is to disentangle themselves. If there is a large enough group, create two groups and have them compete. 

15 Ages 7-12

Mess of Shoes
Supplies: Athlete’s shoe

Objective: Get to know each other and find commonality

Directions: Athletes remove one shoe and throws it into a pile in the center of the floor. On “GO” everyone runs to the 
pile to grabs a shoe. Once everyone has a shoe they go around the room and find the owner of the matching shoe. Once 
they find the owner they have to ask the owner of the shoe a question. The coach comes up with questions. Examples: 
What do you like best about being on this team? What is your favorite part of the routine? What do you do in your spare 
time? (Think of others) Then everyone sits down. One at a time, each athlete introduces the athlete that owned the shoe 
they picked up and tells everyone their answer to the question. Repeat the game to continue asking new questions. This 
game is also good for teams that know each other well as it gives the coach an opportunity to come up with questions 
that strike up conversation about important topics relevant to the team or any variety subjects.

14 Ages 3-12

Animal Cookie Relay Race
Supplies: Box of cookies 

Objective: Lots of laughs - Move the cookie from the forehead to the mouth

Directions: Have several athletes line up in a row and give them each a single cookie. The athletes bend their heads back 
and on “GO” each athlete puts a cookie on their forehead and moves their face until the cookie travels from the forehead 
and into their mouth. If they drop the cookie they run to the facilitator to get another one and return to their line. The 
first one to finish wins and moves on to next round. The athlete that drops a cookie is out and sits down. The last athlete 
to finish, wins.

13 Ages 3-12
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OR-ange You Coordinated!
Supplies: Hula-hoops, box of oranges or squishy balls

Objective: Teamwork - Get all the oranges/balls in the hula-hoop first

Directions: Create a start line and finish line. Place hula-hoops at finish lines. Athlete picks up as many oranges as they 
choose, places them between their knees, gets to the hula-hoop and drops the oranges inside the hula-hoop. If an 
orange/ball falls outside of hula-hoop they must pick them up, run back to the box and place them inside. The first team 
to place all oranges/balls in the hula-hoops wins.

17 Ages 7-12

Knock Em Down Elephant Style
Supplies: Dixie cups, panty hose, two tennis balls per panty hose

Objective: Teamwork - Be the first team to knock down all the dixie cups

Directions: Place a tennis ball in each foot of the panty hose. Create circles with the dixie cups about 3 to 4 feet in 
diameter; as many circles as you have athletes in a group. An athlete stands in middle of the circle with the panty hose 
on their head. On “GO” the athlete bends over, swings their head to allow the ball in the hose to knock down the cups. 
This can be played either as a relay race or two athletes at a time. The winner moves to compete again until there is one 
winner.

16 Ages 7-12
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Classification
Supplies: Space to move around / Facilitators

Objective: Get to know teammates, differences and likes

Directions: Facilitator explains that everyone stands in the center of the floor on a line while they call out two words 
as they point to either side. Example: The Facilitator calls out “CAT” and points to the left side of the floor, and calls 
out “DOG” and points to the right side of the floor. Athletes immediately go to the side that appeals to them the most. 
Facilitator may ask some of them why they choose the classification. 

Some examples:

Come up with other ideas to find commonality. After game, ask athletes if they discovered something they have in 
common with another athlete that they did not know before game.

Variation of Game called AGREE OR DISAGREE – Same concept, but Facilitator uses ethical issues and discussion after 
the athletes pick a side.

Examples: 

It is OK for me to interrupt an adult if I have something important to say. “AGREE,“ Facilitator points to the right or 
“DISAGREE,” Facilitator points to the left.

I judge others by the way they dress - AGREE or DISAGREE

If I find money on the floor at the movie theater it is OK for me to keep it - AGREE or DISAGREE

It is OK for me to be disrespectful if I am being disrespected by an adult - AGREE or DISAGREE

19 Ages 7-12

Skittles or M&M Collection
Supplies: Large and small paper plates, straws and packages of Skittles or M&Ms, timer

Objective: Teamwork - Move the candy from one plate to the main team plate before the opposing team

Directions: Divide group into even number of athletes to create teams. Each group has a large paper plate and each 
athlete is given a small paper plate and a straw. Have athletes in the groups from a circle and lay down on their belly 
with the small paper plate in front of their chin. On the small paper plate is a designated number of candies and a straw. 
On “GO” each athlete uses only one hand, takes the straw into their mouth and uses suction to move the candy to the 
large plate. Time for one minute. The team with the most candy in the large plate wins. 

18 Ages 7-12

Movies – Beach

Hot weather – Cold weather

Hamburger – Hot Dog

Truck – Car

Paint - Color

Shorts – Pants

Flip-Flops – Sneakers

Iphone - Android

Red - Blue


